
The Story of Parity Violation at SLACThe Story of Parity Violation at SLAC

This story is about 
polarized electron beams 
at SLAC and the role 
Charlie played in bringing 
them into being.

I’ve had to do a lot of 
ARCHEOLOGY to find the 
good stuff…..



A Model of LeptonsA Model of Leptons
Steven Weinberg Steven Weinberg -- 19671967

The first to unify the weak and 
electromagnetic forces,  in 1967 Weinberg 
wrote down the most general form for an 
interaction for leptons, which included the 
concept of mixing, mass generation, and 
couplings to a heavy neutral gauge boson, the Z.

The model assigned the electron and its neutrino to a left-handed 
doublet, while the right-handed electron was alone as a singlet. The 
neutral coupling that resulted was

gl=T3l-q sin2Θ w    and gr=T3r-q sin2Θ w 

Thus the left-handed and right-handed couplings were different.

This choice preserved the purely left-handed charged currents.

While in the neutral currents parity violation was predicted, but was not 
maximal.



Zel’dovichZel’dovich -- 19581958



Trial Balloon Trial Balloon -- 19701970

Early Photo of End Station A



Polarized Electrons come to SLACPolarized Electrons come to SLAC
Fixed Target Experiment E80 proposedFixed Target Experiment E80 proposed

19711971
Vernon Hughes and collaborators propose a polarized 

beam/polarized target experiment to validate the quark 
model of the proton
“ the SLAC – Yale experiment      E80 ”

The polarized electrons were from a 6Li atomic beam 
ionized by a UV flash lamp

E80 was the first of a highly successful Spin Structure 
program at SLAC, CERN, DESY and elsewhere

Bill Ash, Dave Sherden and Jym Clendenin, Dave Coward, 
and Paul Souder were some of your collaborators on E80



E95 Proposal E95 Proposal -- 19721972



End Station A ExperimentsEnd Station A Experiments
In 1972 E95E95 was proposed to look for 
parity violation in inelastic scattering –
using the SLAC-YALE “PEGGY”source 
The source was too low in intensity, and 
the proposal stated E95 was “insensitive 
to the weak interactions”.  
E95 ran in 1976 and published a limit in 
1978
ALR < 2 x 10-3 at Q2  = 1.2 GeV/c2

Even before E95 was underway, Charlie 
Sinclair and I were discussing ways to 
reach the weak level, as defined in the 
Weinberg-Salam model.

Bob Gould’s End Station A

We needed an intense polarized electron 
source, and considered developing a 
laser-driven Fano source using a cesium 
vapor.



Neutral Currents Discovered!Neutral Currents Discovered!
GargamelleGargamelle

CERN CERN -- 19731973

Gargamelle finds one νµ e- event!

(two more by 1976)

Charlie Baltay

First Z0 seen in UA1 in 1983



Search for a new sourceSearch for a new source



E122 Letter of Intent E122 Letter of Intent –– July 1974July 1974

Pief



E122 Letter of Intent E122 Letter of Intent -- 19741974

George Chadwick



CKS Appendix to the LOI CKS Appendix to the LOI 



E122 Letter of Intent (cont.)E122 Letter of Intent (cont.)



The Promise of Gallium The Promise of Gallium ArsenideArsenide
19741974

Gallium Arsenide was well 
known to have polarized internal 
electrons when optically pumped 
by circularly polarized light
(Ekimov and Sakarov, JETP Letters 13, 495 (1971))

Bell and Spicer had shown 
that the conduction band 
electrons could be photoemitted
by adding Cs-O monolayers to the 
surface.

Ed Garwin knew of these works and 
the need for a source at SLAC.

Bill SpicerEd Garwin



Gallium Gallium Arsenide Arsenide proposed proposed 
GarwinGarwin, Pierce,  and , Pierce,  and SiegmannSiegmann

19741974

Ed Garwin visited ETH Zurich in 1974, and 
while there proposed to develop a polarized 
electron source using gallium arsenide.  The 
first source was built and demonstrated by 
Dan Pierce  at ETH Zurich (now at NIST).

The density of electrons in GaAs is high, 
promising large available currents.  GaAs as a 
source of polarized electrons appeared ideal 
for SLAC, but first, the principles had to be 
demonstrated.

H. C. Siegmann

Dan  Pierce

E. L. Garwin



First GaAs Test

Dan Pierce and Felix Meier were the 
first to demonstrate photoemission 
of polarized electrons from GaAs in 
H. C. Siegmann’s lab in ETH Zurich

Dan Pierce



Parity ViolationParity Violation
19741974--19781978

The prospect of a GaAs photoemission source for high beam 
currents triggered a new proposal….which could test the 
Weinberg-Salam model in the End Station.  Charlie Sinclair 
and I proposed such a test to the SLAC EPAC in 1974.

This experiment was E122.
The proposal received conditional approval and we went to 
work on the source, with Ed Garwin and Roger Miller.  That 
occupied us for 4 years.

Charlie Sinclair

Roger MillerEd Garwin Charlie Prescott



E122 ProposalE122 Proposal
June 1975June 1975



POLARIZED ELECTRON GUN



LaserLaser

Dye stains everywhere



CKS Memo CKS Memo –– Jan 1976Jan 1976

Joe Ballam



CKS Memo CKS Memo –– September 1976September 1976

WKHP



CKS Memo CKS Memo –– November 1976November 1976



Crisis looms in early 1977Crisis looms in early 1977



The SLAC InjectorThe SLAC Injector



Source Works!!Source Works!!



Building the ExperimentBuilding the Experiment

Cerenkov counter



Building the ExperimentBuilding the Experiment

Lead Glass Shower Counter Pion Counter Bill Atwood



Building the ExperimentBuilding the Experiment



Building the ExperimentBuilding the Experiment



A Model of LeptonsA Model of Leptons
Steve Weinberg - 1967

By 1977 many of the 
issues of neutral currents 
were being resolved in 
neutrino scattering. But 
one issue remained…. The 
assignment of the right-
handed electron into a 
singlet or a doublet.

Parity violation 
distinguished the two 
choices.

Parity is violated

Parity is conserved

Atomic Parity Violation to the rescue!!!!



1977 1977 –– The Drama IntensifiesThe Drama Intensifies
Atomic Parity Violation lays an EGGAtomic Parity Violation lays an EGG

Two competing atomic physics groups eagerly pursue parity violation in bismuth vapor –
Washington and Oxford

They hold noisy debates in conferences and reports – among themselves on the one hand, 
and with Weinberg and Salam on the other.  They argued for the “hybrid” model which 
predicted no parity violation. They published back-to-back null results in PRL….the 
death knell for the W-S model!!!

At SLAC, the laser-driven GaAs source works;  Polarized 
electrons are accelerated in December 1977.



The Rest of the Bismuth PV StoryThe Rest of the Bismuth PV Story

Atomic Parity Violation in bismuth 
still was unresolved. Novosibirsk had 
announced observation of PV in 
March 1978 (while we were running) 
but in 1980 Moscow reported a null 
result. Eventually the experiments 
settled down and the theory seemed 
to agree.  Clear evidence didn’t 
emerge in the bismuth system.  The 
cesium work in the Commins group at 
Berkeley cleaned up the issues best.

Today Colorado has done the best 
atomic PV work with cesium, but 
their results don’t make it on most 
S-T plots.



E122 Prism RotationE122 Prism Rotation



Running E122Running E122



Prism OrientationPrism Orientation



E122 Announces Parity ViolationE122 Announces Parity Violation
June 1978June 1978

In June 1978, in the SLAC 
Auditorium, E122 
announced the evidence 
for parity violation in 
inelastic ep and ed 
scattering.  The statistical 
significance exceeded 10 
sigma.  Consistency checks 
and null texts were fully 
satisfied. 

sin2 Θw = 0.20 ±.03



Harvard, then TriesteHarvard, then Trieste



A test of A test of electroweakelectroweak unificationunification

July 8, 1978



E122 ModelsE122 Models
E122 resumed 
running in the Fall 
of 1978.  This time 
around, we shared 
the beam with 
SPEAR…we ran 
during the stores, 
and shut down 
during the fills, 
which were quick 
and efficient due to 
our control of the 
beam.
We studied the y-
dependence…



E122 Final ResultE122 Final Result

The final E122 results were 
published in 
Physics Letters B
In 1979

sin2ΘW = 0.224±0.020
( PL  B84, 524 (1979) )

Today’s values from global fits 
gives
sin2ΘW = 0.23156±0.00017 



SEQUELSEQUEL

Subsequently………

SLAC went on to a series of spin structure 
experiments for the proton, deuteron, and 
He-3
and
To precision electroweak measurements 
with polarized  electrons at the Z-pole

Jefferson Lab has developed an extensive 
program using polarized electrons as a 
probe of the nucleon…..



So, advice as you look toward the futureSo, advice as you look toward the future
A quote from a famous philosopherA quote from a famous philosopher

`` I don’t want to achieve immortality through my work…

I want to achieve it through not dying’’

Woody Allen
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